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Overview 
This document helps you to identify the Learning Outcomes, Assessment Criteria 
and any additional guidance that is associated with the course unit you are 
submitting for assessment. 

Submitting more than one course unit? 

Be sure to check that you are referring to the correct Course Guide for the unit/s 
you are submitting as the guidance you seek may be contained within a different 
document. 

See the Preparing for assessment document for a full listing of OCA course units 
and the corresponding Course Guides they can be found in. 

Remember what you’ll need to submit 
When considering the learning outcomes and assessment criteria for your 
course unit, it is important to know what you are being asked to submit. These 
are known as your assessment requirements. These will typically include: 

1. Learning Log entries 

All levels - Submitting between 2 to 3 learning log entries for each learning 
outcome.  

2. Creative Work 

HE4/HE5 level - Selecting three assignment outcomes (excluding critical 
reviews/essays) or pieces of creative work. These assignment 
outcomes/pieces of creative work would typically constitute a series of 
photographs, but depending on how you have approached an assignment 
brief or course exercise, it could be a video outcome, an installation, an 
photographic artefact or other piece of digital media. It’s up to you to 
discern what your strongest outcomes on the course unit have been, not 
to select the ‘best images’ from across all of the series’ you have produced. 

HE6 Body of Work unit - Submitting your body of work 

HE6 Sustaining your Practice unit - Submitting your developed body of 
work 
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3. Critical reviews 

All levels - Submit any critical review/essay from your course unit. 

HE6 Contextual Studies unit - Submitting your extended written piece. 

4. Reflective presentation/evaluation 

All levels - Your reflective presentation or evaluation will also help 
assessors to navigate your submission. If you choose to include images of 
your work in this, we suggest roughly 10 to 12 images. This could help you 
to visually connect your reflections to your work. If you choose to present 
this as video, you can keep this very simple using a mobile phone or 
laptop— it could show you speaking about, or even handling, your work, 
you could use this to show aspects of scale, texture, physicality of 
materials or process. 

Additional OCA resources to documenting work 

What if … I can’t go outside to photograph by Andrea Norrington 

Experimenting with Physical Formats and Tactile Processes to Demonstrate 
Critical Thinking by Rachel Smith 

Discussing and Sharing the Tactile Qualities of Work by Rebecca Fairley 

Student Work: video-documentary of site-based work by Bryn Davies 

Photography and digital assessment— a wider picture by Dan Robinson  
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Learning Outcomes and Assessment 
Criteria 

PH4EYV - Photography 1: Expressing Your Vision 
Learning Outcomes 

LO1 demonstrate an understanding of photographic techniques and image 
making 

LO2 present a selected body of photographic work 

LO3 develop and communicate your ideas as a photographer 

LO4 demonstrate a critical and contextual understanding of photography and 
reflect on your own learning 

Suggestions on how to meet the Learning Outcomes 

LO1 You could likely demonstrate your technical and image making skills with 
examples of your photographic work from the exercises in Part 2 and 3 or your 
Languages of Light assignment, for example. You could refer back to these parts 
for prompts on different aspects of photographic technique and image making. 
You may also have learning log entries reflecting on this work. 

LO2 This could be evidenced through selecting 4-6 images from your best 
assignment making sure they form a coherent series. A learning log entry could 
be one way to collate these with some reflection on your decisions. 

LO3 Your ideas will have developed the most by Part 5 but select those images 
from across the course with subtle or more complex meanings. Again, you could 
select a learning log entry that helps show how you have developed your ability 
to communicate your ideas as a photographer.  

LO4 The decisive moment in Part 3 and your ‘homage’ exercise in Part 5 might 
work here. Combinations of assignment work, learning log reflections and 
writing could be selected. 

Assessment Criteria 

The assessment criteria for this course unit is HE4 Visual Arts, available from: 
https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/assessment-criteria 
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PH4CAN - Photography 1: Context and Narrative 
Learning Outcomes 

LO1 create images that demonstrate a practical and conceptual understanding 
of techniques, and the importance of context in creating meaning and narrative.  

LO2 demonstrate an emerging critical awareness and an ability to articulate 
ideas into imagery through appropriate use of technique. 

LO3 conduct research, development and production of photographic work in 
response to the themes explored in this unit and show a developing 
understanding of contemporary imagery in relation to historical practice and 
theory. 

LO4 show an ability to critique your own imagery and reflect upon your learning 
experience, and developing sophistication of your assessment of the work of 
other practitioners.  

Suggestions on how to meet the Learning Outcomes 

LO1 To evidence this part you could select learning log entries of examples of 
finished work that shows your practical and conceptual understanding of 
techniques and shows who you have tested and understood the importance of 
context in creating meaning and narrative.  

LO2 It is likely that your learning log entries will evidence your emerging critical 
awareness. By selecting both learning log and assignment pieces you could show 
how you have articulated ideas into imagery through appropriate use of 
technique 

LO3 Your essay in part 4 will likely help to show your understanding of 
contemporary imagery in relation to historical practice and theory. To show your 
research, development and production of photographic work you are advised to 
include assignment pieces and select learning log entries. Together these can 
help show assessors the connections you have made between the themes 
explored in this unit and your developing understanding of contemporary 
imagery. 

LO4 Aspects of critical writing, and commentary on learning logs is likely to 
evidence your ability to reflect and critique photographic practices and reflect on 
your own learning. Also decisions made about your own work and responses to 
tutor feedback can be shown. Your evaluative presentation will also help to 
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evidence this outcome and you could include key learning log entries or 
assignment outcomes that relate to your reflections. 

Assessment Criteria 

The assessment criteria for this course unit is HE4 Visual Arts, available from: 
https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/assessment-criteria 

PH4IAP - Photography 1: Identity and Place 
Learning Outcomes 

LO1 demonstrate an ability to make technically accomplished photographic work 
and apply technique purposefully and appropriately 

LO2 be able to translate ideas into visual outcomes with confidence and 
autonomy  

LO3 show a developed critical understanding of contemporary practice in 
relation to historical practice and theory, and the themes explored in this unit 

LO4 be able to reflect upon your own work and that of others with increasing 
confidence and criticality  

Suggestions on how to meet the Learning Outcomes 

LO1 Select an assignment in which you felt your final outcome showed your 
strongest technical skills, that could be directing and producing your shoots, 
camera handling, lighting, exposure, composition and colour and where you 
learnt the most about applying your chosen techniques - perhaps you overcame 
a technical challenge and are proud of the way you adapted your technique and 
the visual qualities this brought about? 

LO2 Which assignment best realised your ideas about your chosen subject, it 
doesn’t have to have been the outcome that presented the first idea you came 
up with, but could be one that you had to work through - that was even the 
toughest to develop - but best showcases your ability to synthesise visual and 
practical research, your storytelling skills, or where you feel you achieved a more 
meaningful expression of your subject. 

LO3 Learning log entries focusing on research are perfect for this. Perhaps there 
was a particular reflection post in which you explored a text from the reading list 
in depth; a piece of independent visual research where you were able to reflect 
on the photographic work - its context and visual and technical qualities - with a 
questioning, objective standpoint; a research post further investigating a given 
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theme discovered within the coursework; reflection on a gallery or exhibition 
visit. 

LO4 This could be evidenced through a selection of learning log entries, perhaps 
where you document personal feedback received from a study visit, the student 
forum or virtual study event; a couple of research point exercises where you felt 
you deeply engaged with the work under discussion; a research entry which 
demonstrates your best visual analysis; or your most thorough reflection post on 
tutor feedback from a certain assignment. 

Assessment Criteria 

The assessment criteria for this course unit is HE4 Visual Arts, available from: 
https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/assessment-criteria 

PH5LPE – Photography 2: Landscape, Place and Environment (also 
includes PH5LDS - Photography 2: Landscape) 
Learning Outcomes 

LO1 demonstrate detailed knowledge of visual and conceptual strategies in 
landscape photography, the representation of place and be able to explore your 
own critical photographic projects 

LO2 demonstrate an awareness of the wider social and cultural contexts that 
surround the representation of place, and be able to discuss relevant ethical 
perspectives in relation to your own practice 

LO3 explore and realise a range of ideas and creative starting points, and 
exercise judgement in the production of visual material 

LO4 manage learning resources, conduct self-directed contextual and visual 
research, and be able to appraise your progress with increasing confidence 

LO5 demonstrate increasing autonomy and a developing personal voice, and 
exercise your communication skills confidently and interact effectively within a 
learning group 

Suggestions on how to meet the Learning Outcomes 

LO1 To evidence this part you could select learning log entries and examples of 
assignment work that show your knowledge of visual and conceptual strategies 
in landscape photography and  the representation of place. In terms of showing 
your ability to explore your own critical photographic projects, you might 
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consider selecting examples that show how you have tested and understood 
these concerns. 

LO2 It is likely that your learning log entries will evidence your emerging 
awareness of the wider social and cultural contexts that surround the 
representation of place. By selecting both learning log and assignment pieces 
you could show how you have articulated relevant ethical perspectives in relation 
to your own practice. You could use selected log entries to explicitly show you 
have considered ethics. 

LO3 Your range of ideas and creative starting points is likely best evidenced in 
your learning log entries: demonstrating initial ideas, test-shoots, edits and final 
workings out. These could be accompanied by some evidence of critical 
reflection and relevant decisions to show how you have exercise judgement in 
the production of visual material. 

LO4 The Critical Review (2,000 word essay) in part 4 will evidence the main focal 
point for evidencing your awareness of the wider social and cultural contexts will 
likely help to show your ability to conduct self-directed contextual and visual 
research. Selected learning log entries and assignment pieces will likely evidence 
your understanding of visual research and together these can help show 
assessors the connections you have made between contextual and visual 
research. 

LO5 Your learning log will likely demonstrate your developing personal voice and 
engagement with your learning community - this could be amongst the OCA 
student body through forum activity, group work sessions, study visits or 
regional groups; or your increasing autonomy may relate to interacting with 
photographers outside OCA. Try to identify where in this project your 
interactions have helped shape your developing practice, knowledge, 
understanding and communication skills, then select any aspects of the work 
that help to show this.  

Assessment Criteria 

The assessment criteria for this course unit is HE5 Visual Arts, available from: 
https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/assessment-criteria 
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PH5DFF – Photography 2: Documentary - Fact and Fiction (also 
includes PH5DOC - Photography 2: Documentary) 
Learning Outcomes 

LO1 demonstrate detailed knowledge of visual and conceptual strategies in 
documentary practice and be able to explore your own critical documentary 
photographic projects 

LO2 demonstrate an awareness of the wider social and cultural contexts in which 
documentary photography operates and be able to discuss relevant ethical 
perspectives in relation to your own practice 

LO3 explore and realise a range of ideas and creative starting points, and 
exercise judgement in the production of visual material 

LO4 manage learning resources, conduct self-directed contextual and visual 
research, and be able to appraise your progress with increasing confidence 

LO5 demonstrate increasing autonomy and a developing personal voice, and 
exercise your communication skills confidently and interact effectively within a 
learning group 

Suggestions on how to meet the Learning Outcomes 

LO1 To evidence this part you could select learning log entries and examples of 
assignment work that show your knowledge of visual and conceptual strategies 
in documentary practice. In terms of showing your ability to explore your own 
critical documentary photographic projects, you could show key 
practitioners/processes you have studied, drawing from the exercises and 
applying this knowledge to eventual assignments. 

LO2 The Critical Review (2,000 word essay) in part 4 will evidence the main focal 
point for evidencing your awareness of the wider social and cultural contexts 
that surround documentary photography, and how different groups are 
represented in society. You could select learning logs, sample image analysis and 
pieces to show how you have articulated relevant ethical perspectives in your 
own practice and in the work of others. This may include reflection on visual and 
technical choices made in order to express a point of view or comment upon the 
problems of documentary’s assumed objectivity. 

LO3 Your range of ideas and creative starting points is likely best evidenced in 
your learning log entries: demonstrating initial ideas, test-shoots, edits and final 
workings out.  You could for example, show how you might sequence work with 
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reference to its visual form which will then allow a narrative to emerge or include 
reflection on differences between journalism/reportage and more ‘aesthetic’ 
practices. Consider how you have sampled a range of visual languages and made 
relevant decisions to show how you have exercised judgement in the production 
of your visual work. 

LO4 You could select learning log entries to show your ability to conduct 
self-directed contextual and visual research, or ongoing photographer’s 
‘Sketchbook’ where you can document ideas and collate a repository of research 
on how you might visualise possible subjects. You can show how your use of 
experimentation - through exercises, testing of ideas and trying things out, has 
enabled you to develop the production of your eventual assignments. Reflect on 
this process in the leaning log with a concise summary (with references).Selected 
learning log entries and assignment pieces will likely evidence your 
understanding of visual research and together these can help show assessors 
the connections you have made between contextual and visual research. 

LO5 Engagement with OCA Forums (with staff as well as students), exhibition 
visits and attending workshops (both physically and on-line) is the key to 
increasing autonomy and developing a personal voice. Your personal project 
assignment in part 5 and a related learning log post will likely demonstrate your 
developing personal voice and engagement with your learning community - this 
could be amongst the OCA student body through forum activity, group work 
sessions, study visits or regional groups; or your increasing autonomy may relate 
to interacting with photographers outside OCA. Try to identify where in this 
project your interactions have helped shape your developing practice, 
knowledge, understanding and communication skills, then select any aspects of 
the work that help to show this.  

Assessment Criteria 

The assessment criteria for this course unit is HE5 Visual Arts, available from: 
https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/assessment-criteria 

PH5STO - Photography 2: Self and the Other 
Learning Outcomes 

LO1 demonstrate detailed knowledge of visual and conceptual strategies in the 
representation of people and cultures and be able to explore your own critical 
photographic projects 
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LO2 demonstrate an awareness of the wider social and cultural contexts that 
surround the representation of cultures and identity, and be able to discuss 
relevant ethical perspectives in relation to your own practice 

LO3 explore and realise a range of ideas and creative starting points, and 
exercise judgement in the production of visual material 

LO4 manage learning resources, conduct self-directed contextual and visual 
research, and be able to appraise your progress with increasing confidence 

LO5 increasing autonomy and a developing personal voice, and exercise your 
communication skills confidently and interact effectively within a learning group 

Suggestions on how to meet the Learning Outcomes 

LO1 Select an assignment that you feel demonstrates your knowledge of visual 
approaches and is underpinned by a conceptual idea, your work should focus on 
people and cultures. Selecting across learning log entries, assignment images 
and critical writing could help show how your process has developed your 
knowledge and resulting visual and conceptual outcomes. For example, you may 
have learning log entries or specific images that show how your position shifted 
and your photographic approach followed 

LO2 Your Critical Essay (2,000 words) in part 4 will help you evidence this. You 
should also choose an assignment that best demonstrates a working awareness 
of ethicacy. Perhaps you have been working collaboratively, or using an 
approach which annonmises your subject(s). You can use your log to explicitly 
show you have considered how you will represent others and their culture. Be 
transparent about your developing understanding in your learning log. If you 
started out thinking of the photograph rather than the person, then demonstrate 
this. Do you now work with greater awareness of your research field and of how 
you may apply your skills within the photography world? 

LO3 Your working process is likely best evidenced in your learning log entries: 
demonstrating initial ideas, test-shoots, edits and final workings out. These could 
be accompanied by some critical reflection and relevant research material. 

LO4 This can be evidenced through a selection of learning log entries, you may, 
for example, evaluate a study visit, use research point exercises where you felt 
you deeply engaged with the work under discussion or a research entry which 
demonstrates your best visual analysis, you could also use your most thorough 
reflection on tutor feedback. 
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LO5 Your learning log will likely demonstrate your developing personal voice and 
engagement with your learning community - this could be amongst the OCA 
student body through forum activity, group work sessions, study visits or 
regional groups; or your increasing autonomy may relate to interacting with 
photographers outside OCA - getting involved in group show, networks, being 
part of a collective or research group or demonstrating your ability to work with 
a non-academic community group, such as learning from a food bank 
community. Try to identify where in this project your interactions have helped 
shape your developing practice, knowledge, understanding and communication 
skills, then select any aspects of the work that help to show this.  

Assessment Criteria 

The assessment criteria for this course unit is HE5 Visual Arts, available from: 
https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/assessment-criteria 

PH5DIC - Photography 2: Digital Image & Culture 
Learning Outcomes 

LO1 demonstrate a comprehensive knowledge of technical and visual skills 
through a portfolio of digital photographic practice 

LO2 demonstrate how research has informed your digital photographic practice 

LO3 demonstrate how experimentation has informed your digital photographic 
practice 

LO4 situate, reflect and critique photographic practices and reflect on your own 
learning  

Suggestions on how to meet the Learning Outcomes 

LO1 To evidence this part you could select learning log entries of examples of 
finished work that shows your detailed knowledge of technical and visual skills 
with digital practice and shows how you have applied these strategies to your 
own thinking and projects. 

LO2 It is likely that your learning log entries will evidence your research. By 
selecting both learning log and assignment pieces you could show how your 
research—of others work and of social and cultural contexts, digital projects, 
techniques and ethical perspectives— have made a difference to your own digital 
practice. 
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LO3 It is likely that you will have learning log entries and finished pieces that 
could be selected to show how your use of experimentation - through exercises, 
testing of ideas and trying things out, has enabled you to develop the production 
of your digital practice. 

LO4 Your critical review (2,000 words) in part 3, is likely to evidence your ability to 
reflect and critique photographic practices and reflect on your own learning. 
Your evaluative presentation will also contribute to this and you could include 
key learning log entries or assignment outcomes that relate to your reflections. 

Assessment Criteria 

The assessment criteria for this course unit is HE5 Visual Arts, available from: 
https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/assessment-criteria 

PH6BOW - Photography 3: Body of Work 
Learning Outcomes 

LO1 produce convincing visual products that communicate your intentions, 
using accomplished techniques in complex and unfamiliar environments, with 
minimal supervision from your tutor  

LO2 demonstrate comprehensive knowledge of your area of specialisation and 
be able to situate your own work within a larger context of practice in your field 

LO3 transform abstract concepts and ideas into rich narratives and integrate 
them in your images 

LO4 critically review your own work and evaluate it against desired outcomes 

LO5 demonstrate management, leadership and communication skills and have 
deployed them during the negotiation and production of the final body of work 
with your tutor and third parties 

Suggestions on how to meet the Learning Outcomes 

By this stage you should be familiar with selecting work for assessment and 
interpreting Learning Outcomes. As your work develops synthesises of theory 
and practice, pieces of your submitted work will potentially evidence all the 
learning outcomes. 

A selection of learning log entries with a related selection of assignment 
outcomes is advised. The learning outcomes are self-explanatory and should 
serve as a useful prompt for selection of work. 
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If your log is organised using different menus for areas such research, learning 
log and coursework, consider including each of these areas or making posts that 
cross reference these with your assignment work.  

Assessment Criteria 

The assessment criteria for this course unit is HE6 Visual Arts - Major Project, 
available from: https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/assessment-criteria 

PH6CTS – Photography 3: Contextual Studies 
Learning Outcomes 

LO1 undertaken research and study demonstrating comprehensive knowledge 
of your area of specialisation and built a theoretical framework for your creative 
practice 

LO2 synthesised and articulated your critical, contextual and conceptual 
knowledge and understanding into a coherent critique of advanced academic 
standard 

LO3 applied your own criteria of judgement, reviewed, criticised and taken 
responsibility for your own work with minimum guidance 

LO4 selected and applied information management skills and used appropriate 
technology in the production of an accomplished critique with minimal 
supervision  

Suggestions on how to meet the Learning Outcomes 

By this stage you should be familiar with selecting work for assessment and 
interpreting Learning Outcomes. As your work develops synthesises of theory 
and practice, pieces of your submitted work will potentially evidence all the 
learning outcomes. 

A selection of learning log entries with a related selection of assignment 
outcomes is advised. The learning outcomes are self-explanatory and should 
serve as a useful prompt for selection of work. 

If your log is organised using different menus for areas such research, learning 
log and coursework, consider including each of these areas or making posts that 
cross reference these with your assignment work.  

As this unit is focussed around written work you should submit your written 
assignment outcomes including your final essay (5,000 words) plus a selection of 
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learning log entries to show supporting studies, research, reflection and 
development.  

You could include evidence of how you have reworked drafts or responded to 
feedback. You should include your 500 word abstract as this will be a very useful 
guide to assessors.  

Assessment Criteria 

The assessment criteria for this course unit is HE6 Visual Arts - Contextual 
Studies, available from: 
https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/assessment-criteria 

PH6SYP - Photography 3: Sustaining your Practice 
Learning Outcomes 

LO1 demonstrate comprehensive knowledge of the professional context(s) 
relevant to your practice and have an understanding of the professional 
dimensions that underpin a successful photographic practice  

LO2 coherently present a body of work, making creative presentation decisions 
that complement your subject and/or your artistic strategies  

LO3 operate in complex commercial contexts requiring the application of 
specific interpersonal, professional and business skills within an ethical 
framework  

LO4 independently disseminate your body of work by establishing 
relationships and networks with audiences, clients and markets  

LO5 confidently engage a public audience with your practice and analyse, 
review and evaluate information relevant to your practice, identifying 
opportunities for professional development  

Suggestions on how to meet the Learning Outcomes 

By this stage you should be familiar with selecting work for assessment and 
interpreting Learning Outcomes. As your work develops synthesises of theory 
and practice, pieces of your submitted work will potentially evidence all the 
learning outcomes. 

A selection of learning log entries with a related selection of assignment 
outcomes is advised. You should also submit your assignment 5 reflective 
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account - a fully illustrated and referenced piece of academic writing 
(2,000-words). 

Consider your judgement in terms of the appropriateness of the context you’ve 
attempted to site your project within, and the evidence of your effort to create a 
public discourse of your practice and the themes relating to your subject. 

The learning outcomes are self-explanatory and should serve as a useful prompt 
for selection of work. 

If your log is organised using different menus for areas such research, learning 
log and coursework, consider including each of these areas or making posts that 
cross reference these with your assignment work 

Assessment Criteria 

The assessment criteria for this course unit is Sustaining Your Practice at OCA 
(HE6), available from: 
https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/assessment-criteria 
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